Easy Pro
Jointing Compound
(For new and retrofit applications)
Installation Steps
(For new or retrofit applications)
Small joint retrofit project with Easy-Pro
Remove all weeds and weed roots carefully.
A small pressure washer may be helpful to clean joints.
A jet spray nozzle is recommended.
Spray joints from a 24” distance and at a 45 deg angle.
Remove a minimum 75% of old joint sand
Spray and clean as you go to ensure a clean surface.
Visually inspect the surface to ensure that all joints are clean.
If surface has dried, re-wet the entire surface before applying Easy-Pro.
Check to make sure you have the correct color.
Open re-sealable container
Cut open vacuum sealed bag
Easy-Pro comes pre-mixed and ready to use.
Empty contents on to the surface
Begin to add water immediately to make a slurry
Use a rubber floor squeegee to spread compound into joints.
Make several passes with squeegee. Add as much water as you like.
Clean surface as you go with hose and squeegee.
Touch up joints with a small soft bristle broom so joints have an even depth (1/8”)
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Broom off any excess compound from the surface.
Visually inspect all joints for uniformity
Place excess compound back into bucket for future use
Cover with an inch of water to ensure that compound does not dry out. Stores indefinitely.
Clean up all tools with water
- Prevents weed and insect infestation
- For joints 3/16” – 4” wide
- Will not haze
- Pre-mixed and ready to use
- Can be installed in the rain
- Available in four colors
- Suitable for most paver styles
- Rapid installation
- Less chance of application error
- No call backs!

Features
Professional results every time!